
Spelling Lesson 7 – Coming Distractions 
 

bloom  Sentence: The rose bud grew into a lovely red bloom. Definition: the flower of a plant  

cookbook  Sentence: A recipe in my cookbook called for eggs. Definition: a manual containing food recipes   

tool  Sentence: A hammer is a tool for pounding nails. Definition: a device used for a specific task   

shampoo  Sentence: I shampoo and condition my hair daily. Definition: to wash the hair with soap or 

detergent   

put  Sentence: Please put your shoes in your closet. Definition: to move to or place in another location   

wool  Sentence: A sweater is woven from the wool of a sheep. Definition: fiber spun from animal hair, usually 

sheep   

stool  Sentence: She sat down on the bar stool. Definition: a seat having no back or arms   

proof  Sentence: He presented evidence as proof of the crime. Definition: evidence to establish as fact   

prove  Sentence: He used the evidence to prove her guilty. Definition: to show the truth by argument or 

evidence   

group  Sentence: Teachers often group students in pairs. Definition: to gather together; to put in pairs or 

bunches   

brook  Sentence: A brook is smaller than a river. Definition: small stream of water   

foolish  Sentence: He was foolish to jump without a parachute. Definition: lacking good sense or judgment   

bush  Sentence: The rose bush was planted outside the house. Definition: a low shrub with many thin 

branches   

crooked  Sentence: The crooked branch was bent and twisted. Definition: twisted, curved, or bent out of 

shape   

booth  Sentence: I paid a fee at the highway's toll booth. Definition: small walled area for special use   

raccoon  Sentence: A gray raccoon has a mask and a striped tail. Definition: nocturnal mammal with a striped 

bushy tail   

hook  Sentence: You can hang your coat on the coat hook. Definition: curved device meant to catch or hold or 

pull   

groom  Sentence: I brush the dog's fur to groom it.  Definition: to maintain the appearance of   

roof  Sentence: A sturdy roof covers the top of the house. Definition: the top part of a building or other object   

soup  Sentence: I slurped my chicken soup from the bowl. Definition: broth made with meat or vegetables  


